
MINI STAY MADRID

The Choices International Mini-Stay Programme is offered all year round 

and caters for groups of young learners who wish to participate in a 

tailor-made programme of lessons and activities. 

KEY FACTS 

LOCATION
Madrid

TUITION

10/15 hours per week

General English

GROUP SIZE
Minimum of 15 students

DURATION
1 week (Minimum)

START DATES
Any Monday 

(except Bank Holidays)

AGE RANGE
11-17

Enjoy our unique Mini stay programme in Spain and live and feel like a local Spaniard.

Choices International Mini stay programme has been created  in order to offer  

Spanish language and Culture to both young people and adults, wanting to have an 

authentic experience of being immersed in the Spanish way of life. Our programmes 

are tailored to the participants’ needs, creating the perfect experience for you. Our 

reputation as a company is well recognised for its quality services.

Our tailor-made English course will develop students’ language skills and increase 

their confidence, whilst our fully supervised, high-quality social programme mixes 

cultural visits with fun activities to encourage language development. 

Our mini stay programme offers TWO OPTIONS:

OPTION A: Spanish classes + leisure & culture

 This programme combines Spanish Language lessons with Cultural & Entertainment 

activities. The participants will have the opportunity to attend a Spanish Language 

course and take part in a variety of authentic experiences, activities and events.

OPTION B: Leisure & culture

This programme gives the participants the opportunity of getting involved in a 

variety of Cultural & Entertainment activities. The participants will see and taste 

the best of Spanish culture. They will be exposed to traditional everyday customs 

and activities in which they will be able to practice their Spanish. Moreover, they 

will have the chance to visit the most famous landmarks, monuments and places 

in Madrid. They can also take part in stimulating workshops such as Flamenco 

Dancing, Spanish cuisine and theatre.
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PROGRAMME FEES

PROGRAMME PRICE per Week

Spanish classes + leisure & culture
10 hours Spanish classes 15 hours Spanish classes

€ 725 € 790

Leisure & culture This is a tailor-made programme, so please contact us to get your quotation

Course registration fee € 100

* Registration fee: £100. A wide range of additional excursions and activities to choose from, subject to a supplement.

** Please check prices for residence and hotel accommodation. This programme is offered for groups of minimum 15 students.

***  OPTIONAL: Cancellation insurance (please check prices).

THE PROGRAMME INCLUDES (OPTION A):
• Airport transfer service.

• A group coordinator.

• 10/15 hours of Spanish tuition per week.

• Homestay Accommodation

• Full-day or half-day trips.

• Cultural activities.

• Must -see sightseeing.

• Evening activities.

Madrid is a cosmopolitan city that offers a great variety of culture, entertainment and gastronomic experiences. 

Madrid can offer you whatever you want in a dynamic and lively landscape. For instance, you can wander around 

the Gran Vía area, one of the main shopping areas of the capital ,you can enjoy delicious  tapas with wine in the town 

centre, visit The Prado Museum, one of the most important Museums in Europe, or  enjoy a visit to the Royal Palace 

in which you can imagine the life and times of the Spanish Royal family.

SAMPLE EXCURSIONS (excursions will be organized depending on the number of students, 

weather conditions, etc...)

TOLEDO

Toledo was declared a World Heritage Site by Unesco in 1986 for its impressive monumental and cultural heritage. 

It is one of the most beautiful cities in Spain. It is considered the city of the three cultures .You can admire its 

medieval Arab, Jewish and Christian monuments in its walled old city.

SEGOVIA

Segovia is an amazing historic city in the centre of Spain. In 1985, the old city of Segovia and its Aqueduct were 

declared World Heritage Sites by UNESCO. The old city contains a multitude of historic buildings both civil and 

religious, such as an impressive Roman Aqueduct, the old Jewish Quarter, Romanesque churches, a Fortress-

Palace and a stunning gothic cathedral.

EL ESCORIAL

The Monastery of El Escorial is a complex of great historical and cultural significance. It was the historical residence 

of the King of Spain during the 16th and 17th centuries. You can visit the Royal tombs, the Basilica, The Royal Palace 

and the Library. It was once considered the eighth wonder of the world.

* Please, contact us if you have specific requirements and questions.
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